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The Design and Realization of 2-DOF Robot Manipulator 
control system 
ABSTRACT 
During the period of 1930s to 1940s, Automatic Control Theory preliminarily formed based on Nyquist, 
Bode and Wiener’s works.  The relatively complete theory of frequency method and root locus method for 
the design of automatic control system was set up through the efforts of numerous scholars after world war II.  
With the rapid development of modern scientific technology, control object, controller and control 
tasks&goal are becoming more and more complicated.  The classical control theory based on precise 
modeling and numerical calculation is facing many new problems such as the rapid increase of computing 
complexity, the more and more difficulty of precise modeling, multi-input &diversification of input 
information and nonlinear system control.  Therefore the modern control theory based on state space 
method was set up.  Compared to classical control theory, modern control theory has been used more widely.  
It can not only adapt to the system that is single variable, linear, steady and continuous but also to the system 
that is multiple variable, nonlinear, time-varying, discrete.  With the rapid development of scientific 
technology, the requirement of industrial process control is becoming higher and higher.  It focuses much 
more on the robustness, real-time performance, faulty-tolerance capacity, self-adaptability of the control 
parameter than the precision of control.  Also, with the controlled industrial process being more and more 
complicated plus the industrial process of typical linearity and uncertainty, many systems cannot be 
accurately described by mathematic model and modern control method is facing unprecedented challenge.  
To solve the above problems in modern control system, Large Scale System Theory, Complex System and 
Intelligence Control are the research directions for the current control theory. 
With the rapid development of computer science and intelligence information processing in recent 
years, intelligence control theory and intelligence system is developing very fast too.  Among them the 
representative theories are Expert System, Fuzzy Logic Control, Neural Network Control, Genetic Algorithm 
and Chaos Control etc.  Fuzzy Logic Control is one of the important method of intelligence control is 
growing very fast in recent years.  The substance of Fuzzy Logic Control is nonlinear control.  It adopts 
fuzzy language description system which can not only describe the application system’s quantitative model 
















This article describes the advantage of self-organizing fuzzy control through the study of the 
development and application of fuzzy control theory and the comparison of PID with other fuzzy control 
algorithm.   
This article use MATLAB to simulate the algorithm of Self-organizing Fuzzy Control to control the 
2-DoF robot arm and illustrate the feasibility and availability of algorithm of Self-organizing Fuzzy Control.  
To evaluate the feasibility of self-organizing fuzzy controller, I make one set of 2-DoF manipulator control 
system.  The experimental result shows self-organizing fuzzy controller has better control performance than 
traditional fuzzy controller in reducing errors in the tracing of space trajectory of robot arm joint.  
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时变系统更是无能为力。随着 20 世纪 40 年代中期计算机的出现及其应用领域的不断扩
展，促进了自动控制理论朝着更为复杂也更为严密的方向发展.在前苏联庞特里亚金提出









































































世纪 30 至 40 年代期间，乃奎斯特于 1932 年提出稳定性的频率判据，伯德于 1940 年在
频率法中引入对数坐标系，1948 年维纳发表了划时代的著作《控制论》，以及后来一些
科学家的努力和卓越的工作，从而奠定了经典控制理论的基础。到 20 世纪 50 年代，经
典控制理论已趋于成熟。 
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